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Abstract

Underestimation of the transfer of energy between the magnetosphere and ionosphere, the Poynting flux, is a persistent issue

in space weather studies and the high-latitude ionospheric models. Thought to be due to the inability to resolve small-

scale fluctuations of the ionospheric electric field, this underestimation could lead to significant further underestimations in

parameters such as the thermospheric mass density and consequential satellite drag. Utilising 16Hz ion velocity and magnetic

field measurements from the Swarm satellite mission, we examine the observed Poynting flux due to electric field fluctuations on

very small spatial scales (˜1km), and then artificially smooth the data to increase the observed scale. We quantify the decrease

of integrated Poynting flux, poleward of 60/-60 degrees geomagnetic latitude, with increasing spatial scale. The decrease can

be underestimated by as much as 15% by increasing scale from 1km to only 8.6km, or 16Hz to 2Hz equivalent, with upward

Poynting flux decreasing significantly faster. Our results thus point to a significant Alfvén wave driven component of the

Poynting flux on kilometre scales. Additionally, we observe a northern hemisphere preference for increased Poynting flux, of

which we examine its dependence on scale size and interplanetary magnetic field.
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Key Points:8

• High-resolution Swarm satellite data is used to examine Poynting flux across var-9

ious spatial scales statistically10

• Poynting flux decreases significantly with increasing spatial scale, dropping faster11

at scales under 10km12

• Area Integrated Poynting flux is 9-28% larger in the northern hemisphere than in13

the south14
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Abstract15

Underestimation of the transfer of energy between the magnetosphere and ionosphere,16

the Poynting flux, is a persistent issue in space weather studies and the high-latitude iono-17

spheric models. Thought to be due to the inability to resolve small-scale fluctuations of18

the ionospheric electric field, this underestimation could lead to significant further un-19

derestimations in parameters such as the thermospheric mass density and consequential20

satellite drag. Utilising 16 Hz ion velocity and magnetic field measurements from the Swarm21

satellite mission, we examine the observed Poynting flux due to electric field fluctuations22

on very small spatial scales (∼1 km), and then artificially smooth the data to increase23

the observed scale. We quantify the decrease of integrated Poynting flux, poleward of24

60/-60 degrees geomagnetic latitude, with increasing spatial scale. The decrease can be25

underestimated by as much as 15% by increasing scale from 1 km to only 8.6 km, or 16 Hz26

to 2 Hz equivalent, with upward Poynting flux decreasing significantly faster. Our results27

thus point to a significant Alfvén wave driven component of the Poynting flux on kilo-28

metre scales. Additionally, we observe a northern hemisphere preference for increased29

Poynting flux, of which we examine its dependence on scale size and interplanetary mag-30

netic field.31

Plain Language Summary32

At Earth’s high-latitudes, energy from space weather enters the upper atmosphere33

(>100 km) and is deposited mostly as heat. This heat can have numerous knock-on ef-34

fects on the atmosphere, such as causing the air density to increase, which poses a risk35

to satellites orbiting at the same altitude. It is thus very important to accurately quan-36

tify the energy that enters the atmosphere from space, but it has been found that a large37

proportion of the energy is released on very small spatial scales (on the order of kilome-38

tres). These scales are often difficult to measure due to resolution limitations of most39

instruments, however, the Swarm constellation of satellites are equipped with electric field40

instruments that can retrieve measurements 16 times per second (16 Hz), equivalent to41

observing spatial scales of around 1 km. In this study, we use nearly 7 years of high-resolution42

Swarm data to calculate the average space weather energy input, known as the Poynt-43

ing flux, and investigate the effect of artificially smoothing out the data to simulate larger44

spatial scales. We find significant underestimations of Poynting flux at larger scales com-45
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pared to the smaller ones, which stresses the importance of small-scale measurements46

in estimating the space weather - atmosphere energy budget.47

1 Introduction48

The energy transfer rate between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere-thermosphere49

via field-aligned currents, known as the Poynting flux, quantifies the impact of space weather50

changes on the atmosphere of Earth. The magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere (MIT)51

system at high-latitudes is strongly coupled ultimately as a result of Poynting flux trans-52

fer. Due to the ubiquitous impact of various Poynting flux conditions, it is perhaps the53

most significant measure of the MIT energy budget and thus important to measure ac-54

curately.55

The Poynting flux along a field line can be considered as consisting of two compo-56

nents. First, the quasi-static/DC large-scale Poynting flux associated with the typical57

R1/R2 field-aligned current system (Iijima & Potemra, 1976), with a scale size of sev-58

eral hundreds of kilometres at ionospheric F-region altitudes. The second is Poynting59

flux fluctuations on small spatial scales, less than ten kilometres, which can include and60

can be dominated by Alfvénic/AC fluctuations of the electric field (Knudsen et al., 1992).61

Electric field variability on small spatial and temporal scales have been a consistent source62

of uncertainty in calculations of MIT energy transfer (Codrescu et al., 1995; Cousins &63

Shepherd, 2012), leading to significant underestimations in models and statistical stud-64

ies (Matsuo & Richmond, 2008; Cosgrove & Codrescu, 2009).65

Localised Poynting flux (S) at ionospheric high-latitudes (upwards of 60 degrees66

in both hemispheres), caused by fluctuations in the electric field, is given by:67

S = − 1

µ0
(δE× δB) · B̂ (1)68

where δE is the electric field perturbation from the background, large scale plasma con-69

vection electric field. δB is the magnetic field perturbation from the terrestrial magnetic70

field as a result of field-aligned currents and µ0 is the permeability of free space. B̂ is71

the unit vector parallel to the magnetic field such that S is also field-aligned. Fluctu-72

ations in δE and δB are however typically almost entirely horizontal (in the plane of the73

ionosphere), resulting in the Poynting flux being essentially field-aligned regardless. With74

sufficiently high spatio-temporal resolution measurements of the electric field such that75

fluctuations on scales <10 km are observed, S in Equation 1 should represent the afore-76
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mentioned Alfvénic/small-scale Poynting flux. On larger (quasi-static) spatial scales, δE77

would represent variability of the large-scale plasma convection.78

Estimations of the Poynting flux from spacecraft have been possible since the ad-79

vent of on-board magnetometers and electric field instruments (e.g. Knudsen, 1990; Kel-80

ley et al., 1991; Gary et al., 1995; Olsson et al., 2004). Early Poynting flux estimations81

such as these could generally be considered as mostly quasi-static due to the coarse sam-82

pling of data and thus large spatial scale. Recently, a combination of SuperDARN and83

AMPERE (Chisham et al., 2007; Anderson et al., 2014) fitted electric and magnetic field84

data products has also produced statistical Poynting flux estimations (Billett et al., 2021,85

2022), but these too are likely to a be quasi-static due to the global nature of the Su-86

perDARN and AMPERE fits. As time has passed however, significant data coverage now87

exists across numerous spacecraft such that statistical studies of the Poynting flux have88

been made possible with a much higher cadence of measurements (Ivarsen et al., 2020;89

Knipp et al., 2021; Cosgrove et al., 2022). These studies have typically used the full elec-90

tric field vector (rather than the perturbation), and/or have utilised measurements that91

capture electric field variability on spatial scales of approximately 10 km and upwards.92

Measurements on spatial scales this small are able to detect Alfvénic electric field fluc-93

tuations (Miles et al., 2018), but recently, a statistical analysis of kilometre scale Poynt-94

ing flux has been made possible due to newly reprocessed very high-resolution ion ve-95

locity measurements from the Swarm satellite mission (Friis-Christensen et al., 2006; Knud-96

sen et al., 2017; Lomidze et al., 2019).97

In this study, we utilise high spatio-temporal resolution data from the Swarm mis-98

sion to examine how estimations of Poynting flux vary with scale-size of the measure-99

ments. In line with the thought that the inability to capture the smaller scale electric100

field variability results in significant Poynting flux underestimations, we find that Poynt-101

ing flux does indeed decrease as the observed scale becomes coarser (larger). We use a102

filtering technique to artificially downgrade the resolution of the high-resolution data.103

This decrease in Poynting flux is not linear with scale, and the Poynting flux magnitude104

has a significant dependence on the orientation of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF).105

We also note and expand upon a hemispheric asymmetry, recently seen in other stud-106

ies of the Poynting flux (Pakhotin et al., 2021; Knipp et al., 2021; Cosgrove et al., 2022).107

Our goal with this study is to quantify the level of underestimation that measurements108

at a larger spatial scale induce, conversely observing the “missing” Poynting flux that109
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very small-scale measurements can resolve. We make comparisons to previous statisti-110

cal studies as to the morphology and magnitude of the Poynting flux, discussing the im-111

plication of what results may be considered “Alfvénic” or “quasi-static” driven.112

2 Swarm Data Processing113

Swarm A and B are part of the Swarm constellation of satellites (also including Swarm114

C and E, not utilised in this study) which operate in near-polar orbits at altitudes of ∼460 km115

and ∼510 km, respectively. A 16 Hz Poynting flux product is derived with equation 1,116

using a combination of ion velocity (v) and magnetic field (B) measurements from both117

satellites. First, the electric field, E, is calculated using E = −v × B. The ion veloc-118

ity is obtained at 16 Hz from the Swarm Thermal Ion Imager (TII) instruments (Knudsen119

et al., 2017; Lomidze et al., 2019). A 16 Hz magnetic field product is derived by down-120

sampling the 50 Hz B measurements from the onboard magnetometer (Leger et al., 2009).121

Electric field components in the x, y and z directions (satellite along-track in the direc-122

tion of motion, cross-track to the right and vertically downward towards Earth, respec-123

tively) are determined for v measurements from both the horizontal and vertical sen-124

sors on the TII instrument, which are then averaged into a single component for the pur-125

pose of this study.126

To calculate the Poynting flux using Equation 1, the large-scale convection elec-127

tric field and terrestrial magnetic field must be removed from the Swarm E and B data.128

We apply the same method of determining the “background” fields as that used in Ivarsen129

et al. (2020), i.e., by using a second-order Savitsky-Golay low-pass (SGLP) filter of 225 s130

in width. Using a long SGLP filter such as this has the added benefit of extracting large-131

scale offsets present in the data that is not of geophysical origin (Koustov et al., 2019).132

Subtracting the background fields yields the perturbation electric (δE) and magnetic (δB)133

fields, which are then rotated from the satellite-track coordinate system (x, y and z) into134

the mean field-aligned (MFA) frame. In this final coordinate system, z is along the di-135

rection of the magnetic field as determined by the SGLP filtered data, x is magnetically136

north and y is magnetically east. The background field removal and MFA rotation de-137

scribed here is broadly similar to that used in other studies which have examined Poynt-138

ing fluxes from the Swarm mission (e.g. Park et al., 2017; Pakhotin et al., 2021). As per-139

turbations in the magnetic field, δB, are almost entirely horizontal, the full Poynting flux140

vector (S) is essentially field-aligned (parallel to B̂), in the MFA z direction.141
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We calculate the Poynting flux from Swarm A and B data from December 11th,142

2013 through November 30th, 2020, utilising the quality and calibration flags described143

by the “Swarm Level 1b Product Definition” (available at https://earth.esa.int/eogateway/144

missions/swarm/product-data-handbook/) and the “EFI TII Cross-Track Flow Data145

Release Notes” (available in Swarm data repository, link provided in acknowledgements).146

We only utilise “good data” as indicated by these flags, which are driven by various cri-147

terions such as a maximum velocity (8 km/s) and minimum latitude threshold. For this148

study, we impose a stricter low-latitude threshold of 60 degrees latitude in Altitude-adjusted149

corrected geomagnetic coordinates (AACGM; Shepherd, 2014) to remove mid-latitude150

and equatorial phenomena. Calculated 16 Hz Poynting fluxes are sorted and averaged151

into equal area grids upwards of 60 degrees AACGM latitude (henceforth referred to as152

MLat), where each cell is 1 degree of MLat tall and has an increasing AACGM longi-153

tudinal (MLon) width as they approach the poles. Downward (into to ionosphere) and154

upward (out of) Poynting fluxes are sorted and averaged separately. Poynting fluxes from155

both Swarm A and B are also combined into the same statistical patterns for this study,156

as the altitude difference between the satellites will result in a negligible difference in Poynt-157

ing flux along the same magnetic field-line. This is because the Poynting flux is almost158

entirely dissipated as Joule heating at a lower altitude than the spacecraft, in the E-region,159

where the Pedersen conductivity is highest (Deng et al., 2011).160

The Poynting flux sorting is done in categories based on the orientation of the IMF161

in geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates. IMF sorting is carried out us-162

ing the “clock-angle”, i.e. the angle the IMF vector makes with the Bz positive axis in163

the By-Bz plane, to sort into 8 equally sized sectors of 45◦ in width. The first sector is164

centred on clock angles of -22.5 to +22.5◦, or “northward IMF”, and so on. We addi-165

tionally sort the data into separate northern and southern hemisphere categories. The166

combined coverage of the Swarm A and B satellites in the northern and southern hemi-167

spheres are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively, in terms of the number of 16 Hz data168

points falling into each grid cell. The plots are polar projections in MLat-Magnetic Lo-169

cal Time (MLT) coordinates, sorted into the aforementioned IMF categories and show170

the occurrence of downward (into the ionosphere) Poynting fluxes only. The occurrence171

rate of upward Poynting fluxes are significantly lower, but they have a spatial distribu-172

tion that is close to Figures 1 and 2. Due to the low occurrences when binned this way,173

we do not show average distributions of upward Poynting flux in this manuscript. We174
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Figure 1. Distributions of the total number of samples of the combined Swarm A and B 16 Hz

datasets in the northern hemisphere, between December 2013 and November 2020. Plots are

sorted by IMF clock angle orientation, given by the axis in the centre. The projection is polar,

and the coordinate system in Mlat-MLT in AACGM. Concentric circles separate 10◦ of AACGM

latitude, down to a minimum of 60◦. Magnetic local midnight (00 hrs) is orientated at the bot-

tom of each plot, dawn (06 hrs) to the right, noon (12 hrs) at the top and dusk (18 hrs) to the

left.

do however, towards the end of the paper, show hemispherically integrated values of up-175

ward Poynting flux in a different format, as it is significantly less “noisy” and less affected176

by one-off events. Statistical patterns of Swarm derived upward Poynting flux, not sorted177

by the IMF orientation, can be found in Ivarsen et al. (2020).178
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Figure 2. Same format as Figure 1, but for the southern hemisphere Swarm A and B distri-

butions.

We note that because the Swarm satellites have a near-polar inclination in geographic179

coordinates, the southern hemisphere data coverage in a magnetic frame (Figure 2) is180

much more diffuse than the northern hemisphere equivalent (Figure 1). This is due to181

the AACGM pole being much closer to the geographic pole in the northern hemisphere182

versus the south, leading to the “donut” shaped coverage in the south. We also note that183

the occurrence rate of clock-angles in the purely northward and purely southward Bz cat-184

egories (middle top and middle bottom plots in Figures 1 and 2) is lower than the oth-185

ers, which is likely due to the typical orientation of the unperturbed Parker spiral as it186

reaches Earth (i.e., mostly azimuthal in the By-Bz plane).187
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To examine the effects of various scale-sizes on the calculation of Poynting flux, we188

derive several additional Poynting flux datasets from the 16 Hz Swarm E and B mea-189

surements by imposing a series of increasing SGLP filters. This is a very similar process190

to that carried out by Pakhotin et al. (2021), who derived SGLP filters for the 2 Hz Swarm191

A TII dataset. We produce 13 SGLP filtered Poynting flux datasets in total, using half-192

window sizes (points either side of a 16 Hz measurement) of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 80, 160,193

240, 320, 400, 480 and 560. The SGLP full windows thus range from 0.3125 s to 70.0625 s194

in time, or assuming a satellite orbital velocity of 7.6 km/s, 2.375 km to 532.475 km in195

distance. Taking into account the Nyquist criterion (i.e. observed scales are half of the196

sampling frequency), the distances covered by the SGLP filters represent variability on197

scales of approximately 4.75 km to 1064.95 km. We consider these filtered datasets as a198

proxy for “true” measurements across those scales. For example, a 4 data-point half-window199

(9 points in total, including the centre point) is 0.56 s long and captures variability on200

scales of ∼8.55 km, which is approximately equivalent to the commonly used Swarm Elec-201

tric Field Instrument (EFI) 2 Hz data product. The unfiltered 16 Hz Poynting flux by202

contrast captures scales of 0.95 km or greater, allowing for the analysis of kilometre-scale203

variability.204

Figure 3 illustrates the data processing scheme for a northern hemisphere auroral205

zone pass of Swarm A. Positional information of the satellite is given in Figure 3[a], show-206

ing that the pass was roughly a latitudinal slice in the post-midnight sector. Panels [b]207

and [c] of Figure 3 show the meridional (north-south) component of δE and δB, for the208

unfiltered 16 Hz data along with three SGLP filters of sizes shown in the key at the bot-209

tom. The electric field perturbation data is much more variable than that of the mag-210

netic field, indicating that most of the Poynting flux variability is driven by the TII ion211

velocity data. Increasing SGLP filter sizes effectively “smooths-out” both δE and δB by212

removing higher frequencies of variability. Panel [d] shows the field-aligned Poynting flux213

calculated from the data in [b] and [c] (as well as from the zonal components, not shown).214

Finally, panel [e] shows the evolving Poynting energy derived by continuously integrat-215

ing the Poynting flux in [d] (units of millijoules per metre squared). Figure 3[e] illustrates216

that with increasing filter size, mimicking measurements made on increasing scale sizes,217

less total energy as Poynting flux is captured by the measurements. As also shown by218

Pakhotin et al. (2021), this energy discrepancy illustrates that small-scale perturbations219
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Figure 3. Example Swarm A pass of the northern hemisphere auroral region on 17th Novem-

ber 2016, which was also shown in Pakhotin et al. (2021). Illustrated is the effect of various

SGLP filters applied to the 16 Hz electric/magnetic field data and the resulting Poynting flux.

[a]: AACGM positional information for Swarm A. [b]: Meridional perturbation electric field. [c]:

Meridional perturbation magnetic field. [d]: Poynting flux. [e]: Poynting energy derived from the

Poynting flux in [d] by continuously integrating in time. Colours on [b]-[e] denote the unfiltered

16 Hz data product in black, then SGLP filters of approximately 10 s, 20 s and 40 s for green, red

and blue respectively. The corresponding filter scale sizes (Nyquist) are also shown, assuming a

satellite orbital velocity of 7.6 km/s.

of the ionospheric electric field can account for a significant proportion of the electro-220

magnetic energy deposited in the high-latitude atmosphere.221
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3 Results and Discussion222

Results and discussion in this section are divided into two subsections, both of which223

assess the impact of increasing SGLP filter sizes on the Swarm derived statistical Poynt-224

ing fluxes. Section 3.1 will focus on asymmetries due to the orientation of the IMF and225

only include results from the northern hemisphere. Section 3.2 will investigate hemispheric226

differences in the spatial distribution of Poynting flux, as well differences in integrated227

Poynting flux.228

3.1 Solar Wind229

Statistical patterns of the Swarm derived northern hemisphere downward Poynt-230

ing flux are shown in Figure 4, for the unfiltered 16 Hz dataset. Enhancements are con-231

sistently highest on the dayside, centred on magnetic local noon for By < 0 orientations,232

but pre-noon for By = 0 and By > 0. This region is roughly associated with the day-233

side cusp, and its By asymmetry is consistent with the dawnside “skew” seen in numer-234

ous models of the ionospheric convection electric potential (e.g. Ruohoniemi & Green-235

wald, 1996; Weimer, 2005; Förster & Haaland, 2015; Thomas & Shepherd, 2018). The236

consistent nightside Poynting flux enhancements are also skewed, but towards the dusk-237

side pre-midnight sector. These two primary enhancement regions, on the dayside and238

nightside, bear a strong resemblance to the locations of highest electric field variability239

statistically (Matsuo & Richmond, 2008). As the Poynting flux is strongly dependent240

on the electric field variability (e.g. in Figure 3), this result is perhaps not unexpected.241

During southward IMF orientations (bottom three plots of Figure 4), the Poynting flux242

is generally more enhanced across all local times, especially for the purely southward ori-243

entation. This implies that convection electric field variability is more ubiquitous dur-244

ing active solar wind driving conditions.245

The electric field variability in the aforementioned dayside and nightside regions246

are associated with Alfvén waves, with the Poynting flux in Figure 4 additionally align-247

ing well with the Alfveń wave occurrence rate and the consequential “Alfvénic oval” (Chaston248

et al., 2007; Hatch et al., 2017; Keiling, 2021). The Swarm derived Poynting flux in turn249

closely resembles the average “Alfveńic Poynting flux”, which has previously been de-250

rived by applying bandpass filters to retain only Alfvénic frequencies of electric field vari-251

ability (Keiling et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2014). We thus infer that the unfiltered Swarm252
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Figure 4. Statistical patterns of downward Poynting flux, sorted by IMF orientation, derived

from the combined Swarm A and B 16 Hz datasets. Coordinates are in Mlat-MLT, as in Figure 1

and 2.

measurements at 16 Hz are observing small-scale fluctuations due to Alfvén waves, driv-253

ing small-scale or “AC” Poynting flux (Knudsen et al., 1992). Poynting flux on this scale254

is further associated with neutral mass density enhancements in the thermospheric cusp255

region (Lotko & Zhang, 2018; Hogan et al., 2020; Billett et al., 2021).256

A prominent cusp Poynting flux enhancement, such as those seen in Figure 3, has257

previously been seen in statistics from the FAST and DMSP spacecraft (Cosgrove et al.,258

2014; Knipp et al., 2021) under all IMF orientations. These studies calculated the Poynt-259

ing flux using the full electric field vector (E) rather than its perturbation from the back-260
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ground large-scale convection (δE), therefore representing the large-scale quasi-static Poynt-261

ing flux better than the Alfvénic. However, the quasi-static Poynting flux patterns de-262

rived from SuperDARN electric fields and AMPERE magnetic fields by Billett et al. (2022)263

show a much lower magnitude cusp contribution, compared to those from Cosgrove et264

al. (2014) and Knipp et al. (2021). We suggest that the latter spacecraft observations265

may thus be observing some contributions from both quasi-static and Alfvénic Poynt-266

ing flux, revealing the strong cusp enhancements also seen in our Swarm statistics. In267

fact, Knipp et al. (2021) do note that an observed hemispheric Poynting flux asymme-268

try (which we discuss further later) may be due to stronger field-aligned currents, as a269

result of “an extension of Alfvénic behaviour into what has previously been considered270

as the “quasi-static” regime”. The Billett et al. (2022) SuperDARN/AMPERE statis-271

tics, by contrast, could be representing almost entirely the quasi-static Poynting flux.272

In this case, the discrepancy is likely due to the higher spatio-temporal resolution of the273

satellite electric field measurements (1 Hz for DMSP, and between 33 and 4 Hz for FAST)274

when compared to both SuperDARN and AMPERE, both of which utilise global scale275

fits to data averaged over several minutes. Essentially, this implies that the SuperDARN/AMPERE276

fitted electric and magnetic field products are not well suited to observing Alfvénic as-277

sociated variability.278

Imposing increasingly larger SGLP filters decreases the total measured integrated279

Poynting flux for the example event in Figure 3, due to the smoothing out of high-frequency280

electric and magnetic field variability. The decrease in Poynting flux with increasing scale281

size is also evident in statistical patterns of Swarm data, when substituting the original282

16 Hz Swarm measurements with their filtered counterparts. This decrease is illustrated283

in Figure 5, for the pure northward IMF 16 Hz statistical pattern (top middle of Figure284

4) and three of the SGLP filtered datasets. Plots in Figure 5 are dayside only and have285

been shown overlapping for ease of comparison. The total hemisphere integrated power286

(in gigawatts) for the corresponding statistical pattern is also displayed.287

Figure 5 shows that with increasing SGLP filter size, the measured Poynting flux288

decreases at all local times, without the morphology changing significantly. This decrease289

is true for all IMF orientations. In the example, the largest shown filter size of around290

40s (equivalent to a scale size of ∼609 km) results in a significant drop of the total hemi-291

sphere integrated Poynting flux to 8.65 GW, or around a 32.4% drop compared to 12.79 GW292

for the unfiltered 16 Hz data. The SuperDARN gridded electric field measurements by293
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Figure 5. Dayside plots of the statistical downward Poynting flux in the northern hemisphere,

for the IMF Bz northward category. From top to bottom, the statistics are derived from: the

unfiltered Swarm A and B 16 Hz datasets, then the same dataset with SGLP filters of ∼10s, ∼20s

and ∼40s applied. These are the same filter scale sizes shown in Figure 3, with corresponding

approximate scale sizes. The total hemispherically integrated Poynting flux power is also shown

for each plot.
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comparison have a spatial resolution of around 115 km, which for the SGLP equivalent294

lies slightly below the 10 s filter, or a 15.5% integrated Poynting flux drop. There is thus295

the potential for electric field instruments with a similar or larger spatial resolution than296

the SuperDARN to significantly underestimate the impact of electric field variability on297

the resulting Poynting flux. In the dayside cusp region, where the Poynting flux mea-298

sured by Swarm is largest in statistics, the underestimation at large SGLP filters is par-299

ticularly stark.300

To quantitatively compare the amount of Poynting flux flowing into or out of the301

ionosphere at various SGLP filter sizes, we calculate the total area integrated flux (hemi-302

spheric power) for each Swarm statistical pattern, including for the upward flux aver-303

ages. The results of this comparison are shown in Figure 6[a]. Colour and symbols on304

each line represent IMF orientation, solid lines are downward Poynting flux and dashed305

lines are upward. A filter window of 0 s denotes the hemispheric power of the unfiltered306

16 Hz dataset. The largest magnitudes of hemispheric power are consistently from the307

statistical averages of southward IMF orientations (red circles, pink hourglasses and pur-308

ple bowties), for both downward and upward Poynting fluxes. Conversely, the lowest mag-309

nitudes of hemispheric power are from northward IMF orientations (yellow triangles, green310

diamonds and mauve stars).311

For the unfiltered 16 Hz and first few SGLP filtered datasets, the average down-312

ward integrated Poynting flux is roughly 2.5 times larger than the equivalent upward for313

all IMF orientations. These results are consistent with the dominance of magnetospheric314

forcing to the ionosphere rather than vice versa (as a potential result of the neutral wind315

dynamo; Kelley et al., 1991), and with previous studies who observed lower magnitude316

upward Poynting fluxes statistically (e.g. Gary et al., 1995; Keiling et al., 2003; Ivarsen317

et al., 2020). At large SGLP filters (e.g. 40+ s/600+ km), the downward integrated Poynt-318

ing flux is closer to 3 times larger than the upward for all IMF orientations. This dif-319

ference implies that upward Poynting flux drops off slightly faster than downward flux320

with increasing observation scale size.321

The total hemispheric power for all for all curves in Figure 6[a] drops faster at the322

smaller SGLP filters (0.31-4.06 s/4.75-61.75 km) versus the larger filters, where the de-323

crease becomes almost linear. In Figure 6[b], the results of [a] are shown in terms of per-324

centage of the original unfiltered 16 Hz dataset, which emphasises the aforementioned325
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Figure 6. Comparison of the northern hemisphere integrated Poynting flux (total hemispheric

power) with increasing SGLP filter size. Colour and symbols represent IMF orientation. Solid

and dashes lines represent downward (into) and upward (out of) the ionosphere, respectively. [a]:

Absolute Poynting flux power. [b]: Power as a percentage of unfiltered 16 Hz dataset (i.e. filter

window = 0 s). [c]: Zoomed in version of [b]. The highlighted region in [a] and [b] correspond to

the filters shown in [c].

hemispheric power decrease. Figure 6[c] in turn shows a zoomed in version of Figure 6[b],326

showing only SGLP filters in the range of 0.31-4.06 s/4.75-61.75 km. At the largest SGLP327

filter of 70.06 s/1064.95 km, the hemispheric powers are 51-57% and 46-48% of the un-328

filtered 16 Hz value for downward and upward flux, respectively, depending on IMF ori-329

entation.330
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The SGLP filter of 0.56 s/8.55 km applied to the 16 Hz Swarm data could be con-331

sidered analogous to the commonly used 2 Hz EFI dataset, as the spatial scales observed332

are close and the 2 Hz data is simply downsampled from the 16 Hz. For downward Poynt-333

ing flux, the decrease of hemispheric power at the 0.56 s filter is between 4 and 5% de-334

pending on IMF orientation. For upward Poynting flux, the decrease is between 11 and335

15%. These are both significant drops considering the relatively small increase of observed336

spatial scale from 0.95 km to 8.55 km, and also shows that upward Poynting flux drops337

faster at very small spatial scales than downward Poynting flux. We consider this fur-338

ther evidence for a significant Alfvén wave driven component of electric field variabil-339

ity at frequencies above 2 Hz, which was also seen by Miles et al. (2018) in their anal-340

ysis of Swarm data during a discrete auroral arc event and by Pakhotin et al. (2018) dur-341

ing northward IMF conditions. These fine scales are on the same order as intense field-342

aligned currents initially observed by Lühr et al. (2004) in association with thermospheric343

density upwelling in the cusp, which have been shown to be highly variable compared344

to the large-scale quasi-static system (Lühr et al., 2015). Our results further imply that345

Alfvén waves have a significantly larger impact on the average magnitude of upward Poynt-346

ing flux, versus downward.347

3.2 Hemispheric Asymmetry348

Figure 7 shows the Swarm unfiltered 16 Hz statistical downward Poynting fluxes,349

sorted by IMF, for the southern hemisphere. When compared to the northern hemisphere350

equivalent patterns (Figure 4), there are notably lower magnitudes, in particular on the351

dayside. The regions of enhancement are somewhat similar: distinct dayside and night-352

side enhancements, with more local times seeing enhanced Poynting flux under purely353

southward IMF. However, the location of the dayside enhancement region is more sym-354

metric around magnetic local noon, particular when By > 0. This is consistent with355

hemispheric asymmetries of the ionospheric convection electric field (Cousins & Shep-356

herd, 2010; Pettigrew et al., 2010; Förster & Haaland, 2015), which is ultimately driven357

by drastically different ionospheric conductivity conditions in the two hemispheres un-358

der varying dipole tilt angles.359

To examine the spatial asymmetries in the northern and southern hemisphere Poynt-360

ing fluxes further, Figure 8 shows difference plots of Figures 4 and 7 (southern hemisphere361

downward flux subtracted from the northern). In most regions in Figure 8, the statis-362
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 4, but for the southern hemisphere statistical 16 Hz Poynting flux.

tical northern hemisphere downward Poynting flux is greater than in the south. This north-363

ern hemisphere preference is particularly emphasised in the dayside pre-noon sector, most364

prominently for IMF By > 0. On the nightside, by contrast, the difference in the north-365

ern and southern hemisphere Poynting flux is less significant. Regions where Poynting366

flux in the southern is noticeably larger are pre-noon when the IMF By is negative, and367

post-noon when By is positive. This combined dayside region is where the greatest By368

asymmetry in Figures 4 and 7 exists, which as mentioned previously, is likely because369

of convection electric field asymmetries. This additionally implies a similar By asymme-370

try in the Alfvénic oval (Keiling, 2021), i.e. in the occurrence rate of Alfvén waves.371
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Figure 8. Difference plots of the northern and southern hemisphere Poynting fluxes shown in

Figures 4 and 7. Positive values indicate stronger Poynting flux in the northern hemisphere, and

vice versa.

Recently, studies have noted the hemispheric asymmetry of Poynting flux and seen372

that there is a clear preference for more energy input into the northern hemisphere (Pakhotin373

et al., 2021; Knipp et al., 2021; Cosgrove et al., 2022). This holds true for our Swarm374

statistics as well, with the northern hemisphere downward and upward integrated Poynt-375

ing fluxes being significantly larger than those in the northern hemisphere. A full com-376

parison of northern and southern hemisphere integrated values is shown in Figure 9[a]377

and [b], which are in the same format as Figure 6a, but showing the north-south differ-378

ence in downward and upward magnitudes. Positive values mean a greater hemispheric379
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Figure 9. [a] and [b]: Difference between northern and southern hemispheric integrated

Poynting flux magnitude with increasing SGLP filter size (southern subtracted from northern) for

downward and upward Poynting flux, respectively. [c] and [d]: Difference between the percentage

of initial unfiltered integrated Poynting flux. Colours, symbols and linestyles are the same as that

in Figure 6.

power in the northern hemisphere, which holds true for all IMF orientations and SGLP380

filter sizes.381
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The main region responsible for the northern hemisphere integrated Poynting flux382

preference appears to be the dayside, as seen in Figure 8. Although the convection elec-383

tric field asymmetries with IMF By can explain the pre/post-noon asymmetries, it does384

not explain the magnitude dominance of the northern hemisphere Poynting flux. Knipp385

et al. (2021) notes that the northern hemisphere experiences a greater amount of solar386

illumination and therefore conductivity, leading to a generally increased magnitude of387

field-aligned currents. Due to the intrinsically coupled nature of field-aligned currents388

and the dissipation of Poynting flux, this is likely a good reason for the hemispheric asym-389

metry seen in ours and other studies. Cosgrove et al. (2022) in turn note that this ul-390

timately is probably because of geomagnetic field asymmetries between the two hemi-391

spheres.392

In Figure 9[a] and [b], we see that the larger north-south differences in integrated393

Poynting flux typically occur during negative IMF Bz orientations, but also significantly394

during the purely By positive orientation (blue plus signs). Conversely, the integrated395

Poynting fluxes are closest for purely By negative orientations (orange squares). In Knipp396

et al. (2021), it was estimated that there was an approximate 25% increased Poynting397

flux in the northern hemisphere compared to the southern. We expand on the granular-398

ity of this estimation by observing a 1.5 GW/9% higher northern hemisphere integrated399

Poynting flux for purely By negative IMF orientations, and a 5 GW/28% higher value400

for By positive orientations. These estimations are for the unfiltered, 16 Hz Swarm statis-401

tics. From Figure 9[a] and [b], we also see that the difference in integrated values becomes402

smaller at larger SGLP filters. This narrowing of the lines implies that the driver of the403

north-south Poynting flux asymmetry has a greater impact at smaller spatial scales ver-404

sus larger. If that driver is indeed the increased occurrence of small-scale Alfvénic field-405

aligned currents, then it makes sense that the asymmetry would be intensified with de-406

creasing spatial scale.407

Figure 9[c] and [d] display differences in the northern and southern hemisphere in-408

tegrated Poynting flux, as a percentage of the unfiltered 16 Hz dataset (i.e. Figure 6b409

with the southern hemisphere values subtracted). In these plots, positive values mean410

that Poynting flux has decreased by a higher percentage from the initial integrated value411

in the southern hemisphere at the respective SGLP filter size, and vice versa for nega-412

tive values. For the downward Poynting flux in Figure 9[c], the difference of percentages413

are consistently positive and also increase with SGLP filter size. This indicates that a414
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consistently higher percentage of downward Poynting flux is lost compared to unfiltered415

value in the southern hemisphere at all spatial scales, compared with the north. In other416

words, downward Poynting flux in the southern hemisphere decreases at a faster rate than417

in the north, although it is a significantly lower magnitude. For the upward Poynting418

flux in Figure 9[d], the relationship is much less clear. Figure 9[d] implies that upward419

Poynting flux in the northern and southern hemisphere decrease at comparable rates,420

with some IMF orientations potentially resulting in the hemispheric power loss being greater421

in one hemisphere or the other.422

4 Summary423

Using approximately 7 years of the newly reprocessed 16 Hz Swarm ion velocity dataset,424

along with magnetic field measurements from the onboard magnetometer, we have quan-425

tified the level at which Poynting flux in the MIT system is underestimated at larger spa-426

tial scales. We determine statistical patterns of the Poynting flux for both hemispheres427

and 8 IMF orientations, for 13 unique versions of the same dataset that have undergone428

varying Savitsky-Golay low-pass filters. The filtered datasets represent varying degrees429

of spatial scale over which the data is “smoothed”, thus acting as a proxy for coarser and430

larger scale measurements. We note several key results from this analysis:431

• Downward (into the ionosphere) and upward (out of) Poynting flux decreases with432

increasing scale size of observation. Compared to the unfiltered data (a scale size433

of 0.95 km), integrated Poynting flux decreases by as much as 5% and 15% for down-434

ward and upward Poynting flux respectively, when the scale size is increased to435

8.55 km (roughly 2 Hz equivalent).436

• At very small spatial scales, the drop in Poynting flux with increasing spatial scale437

is faster than at larger scales, where it becomes more linear.438

• At the largest spatial scale tested (1064.95 km), both upward and downward Poynt-439

ing flux is measured to be approximately half of the unfiltered equivalent.440

• The spatial morphology of Poynting flux does not change significantly with increas-441

ing measurement scale, only the magnitudes, for all IMF orientations. A dayside442

cusp enhancement region appears to be an ever-present feature.443

• The orientation of the IMF does not appear to drastically change the rate at which444

the measured Poynting flux decreases with increasing spatial scale. Northward IMF445
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orientations however result in consistently lower hemispherically integrated Poynt-446

ing flux at all scales compared to southward orientations.447

• Hemispherically integrated Poynting flux is 9-28% larger in the northern hemisphere448

than in the south, depending on IMF orientation. This follows from similar results449

by Pakhotin et al. (2021), Knipp et al. (2021) and Cosgrove et al. (2022).450

• Downward Poynting flux decreases with spatial scale faster in the southern hemi-451

sphere than in the north. The relationship for upward Poynting flux is not clear452

from our results, but may be comparable for each hemisphere.453

These results stress the importance of small-scale electric field variability, likely Alfvénic454

of origin, in driving a significant proportion of the MIT energy budget. Additionally, they455

show the need for caution when utilising datasets with a coarse or low-resolution spatio-456

temporal sampling rate. For example, the fitted data products of the Super Dual Au-457

roral Radar Network (SuperDARN) and Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electro-458

dynamics Response Experiment (AMPERE) are not well suited for observing variabil-459

ity on scales much smaller than a few hundred kilometres. Larger scale science campaigns460

such as those, however, could be very well suited for capturing larger-scale, quasi-static461

Poynting fluxes, which are less impacted by Alfvén wave dynamics.462
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